
                    

 

SAVSOL BIOBOOST SYNTH 4T 10W-40  

 
 
 
DESCRIPTION: 
 
SAVSOL BIOBOOST SYNTH 4T 10W-40 is premium quality fully synthetic engine oil powered with 

“ENGINE BOOST TECHNOLOGY” (EBT) and blended with Ultrapure Molecules delivering Cleaner, Cooler 

and Smoother Ride. 

  

The part of the base oil used in this formulation offer much greater bio-degradability than regular 

petroleum based fluids and are non-toxic. Also it reduces the environmental impact when compared to 

the regular Motor Cycle Engine Oils. 

 

SAVSOL BIOBOOST SYNTH 4T 10W-40 provide all the benefits of fully synthetic motorcycle oil along 

with the benefit of additional environmental protection. This help us increase our use of renewable 

resources while decreasing the use of non-renewable resources such as petroleum. 

 

SAVSOL BIOBOOST SYNTH 4T 10W-40 helps to maintain superior engine cleanliness, excellent friction 

and wear protection in extreme operating conditions.  It delivers maximum power output and strong 

performance with smooth riding experience due to its ‘’ENGINE BOOST TECHNOLOGY’. 

 

APPLICATION: 
 
SAVSOL BIOBOOST SYNTH 4T 10W-40 is recommended for new generation 4-stroke motorcycles of all 

leading OEM’s recommending 10W-40 grade engine oil. 

 

SPECIFICATIONS: 
 
SAVSOL BIOBOOST SYNTH 4T 10W-40 meets the specification requirements of: 
 

 API SN 
 JASO MA2 

 

 

ADVANTAGES: 
 

SAVSOL BIOBOOST SYNTH 4T 10W-40 has following benefits: 

 Excellent engine power boost. 

 Lower oil consumption. 

 Smooth clutch operation. 

 Excellent Gear Protection 

 Unmatched engine cleanliness. 

 Very good low temperature properties. 

 Outstanding wear protection. 

 Superior thermal and oxidation stability. 
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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS:  SAVSOL BIOBOOST SYNTH 4T 10W-40 
 

PROPERTIES TEST METHOD TYPICAL VALUE 

Appearance Visual Bright & Clear 

Color ASTM D1500 L 3.0 

Density @ 29.5 ⁰C, gm/cc ASTM D4052 0.8400 

Kinematic Viscosity @ 40 ⁰C, cSt ASTM D445 93.06 

Kinematic Viscosity @ 100 ⁰C, cSt ASTM D445 14.60 

Viscosity Index ASTM D2270 163 

Flash Point, COC, ⁰C ASTM D92 244 

Pour Point, ⁰C ASTM D97 -34 

Total Base Number, mg KOH/gm ASTM 2896 6.50 

CCS Viscosity @ -25 ⁰C, cP ASTM D5293 5155 

 
The above details are typical results of normal production and variations in these characteristics may occur. The 
information contained herein is subject to change without notification. All recommendations and suggestions are 
without guarantee and the manufacturers do not accept liability for any loss or damage, however arising, which results 

directly from the use of such information, nor do we offer any warranty. 
 

Storage: 
Store the products indoors and avoid direct sunlight or heat. Please keep the container in closed condition 
always.  
 

Environment, Health and Safety  
 Do not dispose the used oil to soil, drains and water. Dispose the used oil through authorized 

collection point 
 This product is unlikely to present any safety & health hazard when properly used in the 

recommended application. 
 Avoid contact with skin and eyes. After skin contact, wash with water and soap. 
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